SENDI is a Leonardo Transference of Innovation project that was jointly developed by several
international institutions in 5 European countries.
We developed an evaluation method for base competences in the field of P-scale designed evaluation
by the Qualifications Curriculum Development Agency (QCDA) in the United Kingdom to provide a way
to control the progress of the students with Special Educational Needs who were unable to achieve the
main certifications. The P-scales were based on the needed competences and how such they provide a
structure made for certification. In the United Kingdom , “The Learning Machine Ltd” developed a lowcost system to obtain the base certificates on the P-scales so that the students with special educational
needs can formally get a recognized certification by their achivements equal to the students in the
general system.
-

The objectives of the SENDI project are:

-

To transfer the innovative methods and technologies for the low-cost certification that offers
ways to obtain a certificate in the European Frame of qualifications for those students with
special needs.

-

Support the progress with the European Frame of qualifications with an online formation
programme for students with special needs.

-

Reduce the barrier in formation for students with special educational needs.

As mentioned before, the main members of the association come from 5 European countries, which are
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Netherlands, the United Kingdom and Spain, which shows the representation
of a full range of organisations and a good geographic distribution in Europe. All the members have
specific interests and knowledge in the support area of equality for students with special educational
needs and disable students.
While it is unlikely that the project is able to get the national accreditation for a new kind of qualifications
in the period of the two year time-frame, our long-term objective on long term is to obtain a mark of fully
recognized certification by the European Frame of Qualifications. Until that moment the project will
impart and certificate eight courses of different formative subjects that we have considered a special
necessity due to the labour opportunities that can arise based on current information. The titles of the
available courses are:


Cleanroom processing jobs;



Catering jobs;



Facilitary services jobs;



Green jobs;



Packaging jobs;



Cutting & construction jobs;



Order picking jobs;



Working safely jobs.

If you are interested in any of these courses or if you want to receive more information in this matter, do
not hesitate to contact the evaluation centre in UK.
ASDAN: www.asdan.org.uk

